
European Solidarity Corps

Volunteering in Estonia, Kohila

Project summary
Kohila Municipality is looking for a volunteer who is open-minded, ready to take on challenges, ready to learn

and ready to support children and youngsters in their learnings and who wants to have fun and help Kohila

community to grow! We value a volunteer who takes initiative and wants to cooperate, have good

communication skills and is creative. It is good if volunteer has a hobby and can teach it to children and

youngsters as well. Volunteer will work in Kohila kindergarten Sipsik or Kohila Open Youth Center for a

whole year (12 months). Work day is usually 6 hours long and. Our project purpose is to bring the world to

our children and youngsters. We want them to learn about different cultures and traditions and study English

and also learn about your way of doing things. We will offer the volunteer fun activities in youth centers and

kindergarten like sports, music, creative activities, learning about Estonian culture and Estonian language,

media and so on. We also offer supportive team and a lot of good Estonian food, chocolate and of course – our

beautiful nature!

Our volunteers wall in Kohila Open Youth Center



Estonia

Estonia, officially the Repulic of Estonia, is a country on the eastern coast of the Baltic Sea in Northern

Europe. Estonia capital city is Tallinn. We have approximately 1,324,820 people living in Estonia. Our official

languaeg is Estonian. Like we promised to you in the beginning - we have a lot of beautiful nature to offer.

Estonia territory is covered about 50% with forest.

Some interesting facts about Estonia:

● The Estonians invented Kiiking, which is considered a sport. It involves fastening yourself to an

enormous standing steal swing (kiik means swing in Estonian) which has a full 360 degrees of rotation

to it. To swing a kiiker the contestant must pump by squatting and standing up on the swing. The

swing gains momentum taking the person in full circle by his skillful pumping.

● It is a law in Estonia to have safety reflectors attached whether you are walking or biking during the

night time or when the visibility is inadequate. The reflector can be pinned to your handbag, coat or

any other suitable place where it is easily spottable. Otherwise, you could be fined up to 400 EUR.

● The tallest mountain–Suur Munamägi–in the country is just about 1000 ft in height.

Some words that is good to know and use when you come to Estonia:

Hello! – Tere! Or when you are friends with somebody you can say to them „Tsau!“ both when you meet and

when you say good-bye.

Good-bye! – Head-aega! or as we wrote before „Tsau!“

Thank you! – Aitäh!

My name is ... – Minu nimi on ...

And some words you can just try and say for fun - we will teach you how to pronounce them correctly

when you come to Estonia ☺

Öö – it means night

Jää-äär – it means the edge of ice

Sünnipäev – it means birthday

Mõistatus – it means puzzle or mystery



Find out more about Estonia: https://www.visitestonia.com/en

Kohila
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Kohila Municipality is on the banks of the Keila river in Rapla County. From the Kohila center is about 36 km

to the Tallinn, our country capital and we have very good transport connection to Tallinn and other places also.

In Kohila we have two schools – Kohila Gymnasium (Kohila Gümnaasium in Estonian) which has elementary

school in Hageri and Kohila Manor School (Kohila Mõisakool in Estonian). Kohila also has several

kindergartens beside Sipsik. In Kohila there are a lot of good opportunities to do different kind of sports –

hiking, disc golf, swimming, bicycling etc. We have a lot of good events also – like Kapa Festival which is a

music festival for mostly Estonian bands and singers.

In Kohila we have two big shops where you can buy food and everything you need in everyday life. We also

have pharmacy and ambulance, construction shop etc. In weekends you can go to nature or travel around

https://www.visitestonia.com/en


Estonia. In summertime you can go swimming in Keila river and when you want you can drive with bike to

Alesti swimming place which is about 8 km away from Kohila center. We also have a bog named Rabivere

bog where is Kõnnu lake. We also have local restuarants that serve very good food. In Kohila, we have library

where you can borrow books in English also if you love reading. Kohila is a very safe place and we have very

good community. ☺

Open Youth centers in Kohila, Hageri and Prillimäe
In Kohila we have three open youth centers. Kohila is in the middle of Kohila and Hageri and Prillimäe is in

the villages. Open Youth Centers work with young people who is 7 until 26 years old but most of the time we

have 7-16 years old youngsters who come to youth centers. Our main goal is to offer different kind of

activities and support for youngsters while they grow up. We write projects with them, talk about everything,

we do a lot of fun events, help them to get jobs and choose schools, we play with them and listen them, we do

charity work with children (help animals), we go bicycling, canoe riding, hiking. We also organize different

kind of camps – in summer we definitely have work camps (in Estonian õpilasmalev) where youngsters can

do different kind of jobs and earn their first money and we also do theme camps. We are like fun adults who

hide education in different cool activities for youngsters and we are always there for them and do everything

according to their needs. In Kohila and Hageri we have big houses for youngsters and gardens but in Prillimäe

we have a apartment and in summer time we move outside to „Outside youth center“.

Youth centers are open differently but we usually open at 13.00 and the latest we close youth centers are at

19.00 and we are open Monday until Friday. Volunteers in youth centers also are there for youngsters – listen

them, play with them, do different kind of activities. Every week should be one activitiy which is directed by

volunteer for youngsters – of course youth workers will help!

Here are some pictures about our activities. ☺

Canoe riding at Keila river

We went to play with cats in a charity organisation

who work with feral cats. Our youngsters were amazing!



Our summer activities are on the water ☺                       This is taken on the Pillerpallipäev when we celebrate

children protection day (lastekaitsepäev in Estonian).

Kindergarten Sipsik
Kindergarten Sipsik has 8 groups for students, altogether 160 children and 40 members of staff (including 16

pedagogical personnel). Age of children 2 -7 years. Kindergarten Sipsik is very innovative, new methods are

taken in to use and creativity and flexibility are highly valued.

Substantive specifics of the kindergarten Sipsik:

● Promotion of health.

● Using ICT tools to support children’s development.

● Learning activities

Kindergarten Sipsik is open at 7.00 in the morning until 18.00 in the evening. In the mornings there are

educational activities and activities inside and outside. At 13.00 until 15.00 children will sleep and volunteer

can also rest. ☺ Children will eat three times a day – morning, lunch and dinner. After they have slept are

different activities also and then they will go home. ☺ Volunteers are planning and conducting various

activities with the kids and they are helping teachers in their daily work. They introducing their home country,

language and culture. It´s a great opportunity for kids to have a foreign friend.

Some pictures from kindergarten:

Fun colours ☺                                                          There is no bad weather to play outside ☺



Educational activites can be fun also ☺

Conclusion, accommodation, food, transport
Project length: 12 months

Where: Estonia, Rapla County, Kohila Parish

Work days: are Monday until Friday and usually 6 hours long.

Work places: Kindergarten Sipsik or Kohila Youth Center

Project goal: is to bring different cultures to children and youngsters and help them to discover their skills

and help them to grow up happy!

Accommodation

Volunteers will live in an apartment near the kindergarten and youth center, basically in the middle of Kohila.

In the apartment we have three separate bedrooms and in each room will live one volunteer(we take max 3

volunteers to the apartment). In the apartment are also kitchen, bathroom and balcony. Volunteers also will

have WIFI.


